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In the tiny African nation of Eritrea, the American spy satellite Medusa has crashed but not

before its sensors revealed an underground kimberlite pipeline, the telltale sign of a huge load

of diamonds. The mine turns out to be King Solomon's Lost Mine, but with it is a tale of

heartbreak---it was children who worked and died in the mine for 400 years, leading to many

local myths of curses. It is also practically on the border with a very unfriendly Sudan. Throw in

two warring Israeli factions, a hidden monastery guarding an ancient secret, an evil Italian

businessman with his own army, and an incredible amount of derring-do and you have one

terrific action novel. In the Medusa Stone by Jack DuBrul readers will find an intricate tale filled

with action and intrigue. DuBrul is only thirty years old but he is already being compared to the

very best in the spy and thriller genre.

From Publishers WeeklyJames Bond-like globetrotting geologist Philip Mercer (he favors vodka

gimlets) has made a name in international political and law-enforcement circles as a can-do

guy. When his octogenarian best friend, Harry, is kidnapped by Israeli terrorists, Mercer

undertakes a search for his friend that takes him to remote, exotic, dirt-poor Eritrea, where he

sets out to locate a legendary diamond mine. Elsewhere, Sudanese rebels and sadistic Boers

are following the leadership of a corrupt Italian industrialist determined to fulfill his family's

African legacy. As bodies begin to pile up, and mayhem and destruction mount, Mercer, as he

races to save Harry, has to decide if gorgeous, willowy Eritrean Jewess Selome Nagast is

plotting against him. While tunneling through dangerous, long-disused mines and trekking

across harsh, unforgiving desert, Mercer uncovers a biblical secret that puts him in even

greater danger. This novel's nearly 500 pages of fast-paced prose propel DuBrul (Charon's

Landing) closer to the front ranks of thriller authors. (May)Copyright 2000 Reed Business

Information, Inc. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Back

CoverTen years ago, the spy satellite Medusa burned upon re-entry - but not before its sensors

revealed a secret buried deep in the earth. A priceless discovery that some would die to find -

and kill to possess . . . With uncanny talent as a geologist and a quick intelligence matched by

savvy and courage, Philip Mercer is fast becoming a legend in powerful circles around the

world. And at least two groups in those circles need his help. One group - of unknown

allegiance and with a reputation for violence - snatches and holds hostage his oldest friend,

forcing Mercer to help them. In a harsh and hostile land ravaged by violence, Mercer races to

find the one thing that will save his friend. But the location of this ancient treasure is elusive. He

is thwarted by brutal competing forces, and suddenly, he learns that there is much more at

stake than either his life or the life of an old friend: The fate of thousands of innocent souls

depends on him - and him alone . . . --This text refers to the preloaded_digital_audio_player

edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Northern EritreaThe Toyota was

a speck in the vastness of the desert, moving just ahead of the billowing dust of its wake. The

twin scars of its tire prints ran off to the infinity of the horizon. Other than the truck, nothing

moved in the desert--no animal or bird, no lizard or crawling insect ventured out into the

torturous heat. While rain fell on the eastern part of the country and angry masses of clouds

were visible in the distance, the storms had not yet come to the Hajar region. The desert floor

was cracked, split open in a natural process that tripled its surface area and would allow a

greater amount of water to be absorbed when it finally did rain. It was as if the soil itself needed



the precious water to survive.Mercer drove recklessly, trusting his own reactions and the

vehicle's speed in case they drove over any of the anti-personnel mines sown on the open

plain. If they hit a larger antitank mine, nothing he could do would save their lives. Gibby sat

next to him, his hand braced against the dash while Selome grimly gripped a ceiling strap in

the back, her eyes riveted out the rear window.``Do you see them yet?'' Mercer shouted over

the engine's roar.``No, not yet,'' Selome replied hoarsely. ``Oh shit, I see them now.''Mercer

shifted his gaze to the rearview mirror for a second and spied the pursuing four-wheel drive. At

this distance, it was only a sparkling reflection, a jewel pinned to the desert by dust blowing up

behind it.``Sorry, guys,'' he called darkly. ``I don't think we're going to make it.''They had started

their drive from the camp two hours after dawn. Mercer and Habte, with the help of Abebe, had

laid the explosive charges Mercer had fashioned during the night by premixing the ammonium

nitrate and fuel oil in a dozen one-gallon metal cans. At dawn, the three of them had dug holes

into the mountain according to a plan Mercer had devised to maximize the shots and tumble

the overhanging walls of their excavation.Once the holes had been dug and the charges

buried, they scrambled back to ground level, moved the vehicles to a safe distance, and waited

while Mercer made the final connections to the battery-driven detonator. He called the

countdown but gave Gibby the honor of shooting the amfo. The boy had practically begged.

The fuses burned at twelve thousand feet per second, so it seemed the detonations were

instantaneous, but a cascade compression wave had been created in the rock that built

steadily in fractions of seconds.If Gibby was disappointed by the small geysers of dirt thrown

up by the detonation, he was delighted by their final results. The man-made chasm they had

laboriously dug into the mountain collapsed inward at the same instant the bulk of material

above let go, creating a long-slide avalanche that carried tons of dirt nearly four hundred yards

from the slope. Gibby let out a whoop that echoed even as the rumble subsided. Abebe, Habte,

and the other driver took up the cry, and even Mercer gave a victorious shout. The blast had

been better than even he had anticipated.``Okay, boys, you know what to do,'' Mercer said.It

would take two days to remove the rubble from the blast, but when the arduous task was

finished, they could continue to chip away at the mountain to expose the mine entrance without

fear of a cave-in. Mercer had set the charges high enough on the hillside to ensure that the

blast went outward rather than into the mountain, so he was not concerned with damaging the

ancient workings below.Selome and Gibby had left the Valley of Dead Children with Mercer

while Habte and the others tore into the heaps of debris. They had packed for a couple of days

in case it took them longer to find the monastery, but Gibby assured Mercer that he could

locate it quickly.It was Selome who had first spotted the other vehicle. She had noticed it when

they were no more than half an hour away from the entrance to the valley and immediately

alerted Mercer. ``This can't be good,'' he said.``It could be another survey team looking for

minerals that just happen to be in the same area,'' Selome suggested lamely.Mercer didn't

waste the time to respond. As soon as he saw the truck cresting a hill behind them, he'd

started to accelerate. Immediately, the other vehicle took up the chase. Once, when the other

truck had gained enough ground for them to recognize it as a Fiat, a winking light appeared in

the passenger-side window. An instant later, feathers of dust exploded in the wake of the

fleeing Toyota; mid-caliber machine-gun fire. No matter how hard Mercer pushed their battered

Toyota, the pursuing truck was quicker. It was only Mercer's driving skills and his ability to read

the terrain that had kept them out of weapon's range again.But now, out in the open, the Fiat

was rapidly closing.``What do you mean, we're not going to make it?'' Selome asked.``They've

got a newer, faster four-wheel drive.'' A gust of wind nearly tore the steering wheel from his

grip. When he was back in control, he continued. ``There's no place to lose them out here



because our tire prints and the dust this pig is kicking up are going to give us away.''Neither

Selome nor Gibby could argue.``Another happy fact,'' Mercer said after a minute of silence, ``is

the land mines. If this region is covered with them, which everyone tells me it is, we're going to

hit one. It's just a matter of time.'' Even an anti-personnel variant would stop the Toyota

dead.``Maybe those guys behind us will hit one first.''``Not if they drive in our tracks.''Another

blast of wind hit the Toyota. On a horizon that was rushing toward them, the storm clouds piled

into towering walls that blocked the distance like dark curtains. It was frightening, an awesome

display of natural fury.``How long before it hits?'' Mercer asked quickly.``I don't know,'' Gibby

shouted over the wind whipping through the Toyota's open windows. ``I have seen storms like

that stay over one area for days and not move at all.''``Are you kidding me?''``It's true,'' Selome

yelled from the backseat. ``These storms usually hug the ground and can't get over the

mountains. Often, rain won't fall from them for days, even weeks.''``That means the air in front

of them compresses against the hills and springs back, creating--'' Mercer's voice was choked

off as the air around the truck came alive.The sandstorm blew up so suddenly and violently

that the trio was coughing before they could close the windows. The Land Cruiser filled with a

dark amber light that shifted constantly as the storm raged over them. The sky screamed as

sand was stripped off the surface of the desert and blown thousands of feet into the air. Mercer

slowed the Toyota, his visibility down to zero.``Jesus,'' he muttered as the storm unbelievably

intensified. Already the windshield was opaque. Selome gave a little cry from the backseat and

Gibby stared goggle-eyed into the maelstrom. The wind shoved the Toyota so hard it felt as if

they were still speeding over the broken ground.``Selome, how far behind was the other truck?''

Mercer shouted.``I don't remember.''``Come on,'' he prompted. He could see the terror in her

eyes when he twisted around to look at her. ``Just give me your best guess.''``Half a mile,

maybe.''``All right. The storm's going to erase our tire tracks, but we're still too close to the Fiat.

When this mess blows over, they're going to spot us in a second.''``What can we do?'' Gibby

asked.``We're going to continue on.'' Mercer's jaw clenched with determination.``But you can't

see,'' Selome cried.``Sure I can. I just can't see outside of the truck.'' The joke felt flat to

Mercer's ears too.He replayed the last image of the desert he'd seen before the dust had

obscured it, studied it in his mind, and engaged the transmission, gambling that the driver of

the other truck wouldn't budge until after the storm had passed. The Toyota crept forward,

Mercer driving from memory. The desert floor had been relatively flat before the storm had hit,

so he wasn't overly worried about any sudden drops or dips, but as the wind pummeled the

side of the Land Cruiser, keeping them on a straight course was next to impossible.Ten

minutes trickled by, the Land Cruiser crawling blindly through the twisting slashes of wind and

sand, Mercer's hand slick on the steering wheel, his body attuned to any attitude shifts that

would signal a hill or a valley. Then as suddenly as it had started, the storm blew over them

and they were in the clear. Even before his eyes could adjust to the sudden burst of sunlight,

Mercer floored the accelerator, flinging Gibby and Selome back in their seats. They had a

precious few minutes before the sand settled around their pursuers.``Selome, keep your eye

out for that Fiat and tell me the instant you see it.''There was a series of low hills a half mile

ahead, and Mercer was hoping that they would be behind them before she saw the other

vehicle. If the three of them were spotted first, it would all be over.``Anything?''``No, the storm is

still hanging on back there. I can't see them. I think--''The Toyota catapulted in the air, throwing

off smoking hunks of body work and bits of its undercarriage. The thunder of the explosion

drowned out the screams of the passengers. Crashing on its three remaining tires, the Land

Cruiser flipped on its side, its front fender plowing a deep furrow into the soil.A ``perfect

soldier'' had waited decades to strike its deadly blow. Designed as an antipersonnel weapon,



the Soviet-built landmine did not have the power to destroy the Toyota, and because of the

vehicle's speed, much of the detonative force was released under the engine rather than below

the wheel that had activated its primer. With most of its energy absorbed by the engine block,

only a tenth of the charge blasted into the cab. It was more than enough.The last thing Mercer

remembered clearly was the sound of Selome's voice. Then he was assaulted by a jumbled

whirl of images, screams, and pain, the earth erupting under the Land Cruiser and the jarring

crush as it slammed into the ground again.His ears ringing, Mercer wiped his face, and his

trembling hand came away covered with blood. His whole body ached as his senses slowly

returned. He couldn't feel the pain that would indicate a wound capable of producing the

amount of blood splattered on his clothes. His first thought was Selome. He tried to turn and

check on her, but he couldn't move from where he was wedged under the steering wheel. A

heavy weight pressed on him, and he recognized it was Gibby. Or what was left of him.The

explosion had been channeled into the passenger-side foot well, shredding the boy's legs so

badly that only a few stringy bits of flesh kept them attached to his body. Massive tissue trauma

had killed him immediately, but ropes of blood still drooled from the ragged wounds, pouring

onto Mercer, saturating him. Seeing the dead Eritrean sharpened Mercer's mind, and vomit

flooded his mouth. He choked it back painfully.``Selome?'' he called.She was sobbing. Thank

God! Slowly, he eased Gibby's body off him. When he stood on the smashed-in door, a wave of

nausea nearly dropped him back on top of the corpse. He ignored any injuries he might have

and concentrated on Selome. She lay curled on the driver's-side rear door, her face cupped in

her hands, her shoulders heaving. Mercer called her name again and finally she looked up. Her

face was filthy, her hair bushed around her head, but he saw no blood, and while her eyes were

made enormous by fear, she didn't appear to be in shock.``Give me your hand.'' He hadn't

forgotten the Fiat still behind them. ``We have to get out of here.''She reached for him

tentatively, and as soon as her fingers laced with his, Mercer pulled her to her feet. She winced

when her weight pressed against her right foot, the one closest to the explosion. ``Are you

okay?''``I don't know.'' Her voice was small and frail.``We have to get moving. That other truck

will be on us in no time.'' Mercer looked beyond the shattered rear window and saw a plume of

dust speeding out of the shifting sandstorm like some questing tentacle. The Fiat was too

distant to see yet, but Mercer knew he only had minutes before it reached them.``Give me your

gun,'' he demanded quickly.``What?''``Your gun, Selome, give it to me.''``What are you talking

about?''Her acting job was unconvincing. ``We have about five minutes before they reach us,

and if you want to live beyond then, give me your goddamned gun.''She stared at him, her face

a mixture of fear and confusion, then she reached into her knapsack to retrieve a big

automatic. ``How did you know?''Even in this situation, Mercer felt relief that the wall of secrecy

between them was starting to come down.``I'll tell you later. You know, we could have used this

in the cattle pens in Asmara.'' Mercer took the Heckler and Koch. Selome shrugged but

couldn't meet his eye. Mercer levered himself out of the destroyed four-wheel drive, twisted on

his perch, and lowered his hand back to Selome. ``Climb up to me. I'll help you, but don't look

in the front seat. Gibby didn't make it.''The Fiat's trail of dust no longer merged with the storm

dying behind it. Mercer jumped to the ground, held up his arms, and Selome leaped to him.

``Stay here.''At the back of the Toyota, a five-gallon jerry can of gasoline was clamped tightly in

a special bracket. Mercer unclipped it from its mounts, grabbed a pair of knapsacks that had

been tossed from the roof storage rack, and returned to Selome's side. The crater left by the

landmine looked like a tiny, smoking volcano. He judged that the Land Cruiser had been thrown

nearly fifteen feet by the blast.``What are we going to do? We're in the middle of a mine

field.''Mercer didn't answer her question, nor could he ignore it either. The desert here was



loose and sandy, the surface raked smooth by the storm. However, there was a rocky outcrop

about fifty yards away that would be free of mines. The trick was to get from the stranded

Toyota to the rocks without blowing themselves up and doing it quickly enough so the pursuing

Fiat didn't discover their escape. He twisted the lid off the gas can and began dumping its

contents onto the Land Cruiser.``Mercer, I need to get--''He cut her off. ``No time. I'm sorry.''The

Fiat was about a half mile away; its roof was visible as it drove in a shallow depression. Mercer

scanned the ground as he worked, hoping to see the imprints of mines, but praying he'd never

see another one again. Finished dousing the vehicle, he led her a few yards away, using its

battered hulk to cover their escape. Whenever he was working in the field, Mercer carried half

a dozen cigarette lighters with him. It was a safety precaution that went way beyond the Boy

Scout motto, but he'd been in situations where he'd needed all of them.Using his left hand, he

sparked open a Zippo and tossed it underhand into the pool of gasoline beneath the Toyota. In

a continuous motion, he began shooting into the ground as a whooshing explosion engulfed

the four-wheel-drive, masking the sharp cracks of the H&K. A wall of heat overwhelmed them

as they stood in the open. Selome tried to move away from the raging flames, but Mercer held

her wrist tightly. He fired off the entire magazine, walking his shots toward the boulders a short

way off, each bullet plowing a small crater in the dirt roughly five feet beyond the previous one.

Had a round hit a mine, it would have carried the power to detonate the charge, but there was

no secondary explosion.Mercer released Selome's hand and jumped into the first pock created

by the 9mm bullets.``Land where I step,'' he cautioned and jumped again, leaping into the next

shallow depression.It took every bit of his balance to land in the tiny craters, teetering on one

foot for breathless seconds, his arms windmilling until he could center himself again. Then he

would leap to the next, Selome at his heels. Unencumbered by the two knapsacks Mercer

carried, Selome bounded easily, her long legs covering the distance with the grace of a

gymnast. If her foot was bothering her, she didn't let it show.``Give me another clip,'' Mercer

said when he reached the last impact hole.``That's what I wanted to go back for,'' Selome

answered. ``The rest of my ammo was in the Toyota. I don't have any more.''Mercer's eyes

went wide as he stared at the seventy-five feet of open space separating them from the safety

of the rocks; seventy-five feet of mine-sown no-man's land with only one way across. He

couldn't hear the engine noise of the approaching Fiat over the fiery eruption behind them, but

he knew only a few seconds remained before the vehicle rumbled into view. Mercer took the

deep, final breath of a man bent on suicide.Fighting an instinct to yell and vent some of the

pent-up emotion, he started running. It took his entire will not to stretch his gait to its fullest. He

had to leave footprints close enough for Selome to use as stepping stones.With every step,

Mercer expected the detonation that would come like a sledgehammer at full swing; a shearing

pain that at best would kill him and at worst would immobilize him for the pursuers to finish the

job. He covered the first half of the distance without incident, but took no solace from this. The

law of averages was working against him, and with every step, the ratio tipped more and more

out of his favor. With just ten more feet to cover, he moaned aloud in frustration for not being

able to leap those last few yards. He could have done it in a flying dive, but again he thought of

Selome and took a step that cut the distance in half and made it safe for her.Click.--This text

refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Review“[The Medusa Stone’s] nearly 500 pages of

fast-paced prose propel Du Brul closer to the front ranks of thriller authors.”—Publishers

Weekly “With novels like Charon’s Landing, Vulcan’s Forge, and now The MedusaStone, Jack

Du Brul is one of the leaders of adventurous intrigue novels. The story line of his latest thriller

continually ebbs and flows, but each new spurt builds the tension even further until the

audience realizes that this is a one sitting novel in spite of its size. Philip is a fabulous lead



character and the support cast brings to life Eritrea and some questionable activities in the

Mediterranean area. However, in hindsight what makes Mr. Du Brul’s novel a strong candidate

for adventure book of the year is the brilliant fusion of Eritrea, its people and customs woven

into a dramatic plot.”—Midwest Book Review --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.From the Inside FlapThe Bookcassette® format is a special recording technique

developed as a means of condensing the full, unabridged audio text of a book to record it on

fewer tapes. In order to listen to these tapes, you will need a cassette player with balance

control to adjust left/right speaker output. Special adaptors to allow these tapes to be played on

any cassette player are available through the publisher or some US retail electronics stores. --

This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From AudioFileGeologist

Phillip Spencer, hero of two previous Du Brul thrillers, returns this time to search for a diamond

mine in an underdeveloped African country. Spencer's odyssey plays out much like an Indiana

Jones adventure and is more exciting to hear than to read (the reviewer tried both.) Charles's

narration is mostly first rate, and his pacing is perfect. The listener will be captivated as

Spencer gets out of one jam only to find himself in another. However, Charles's character

accents are sometimes laughable. The villain sounds more like Bella Lugosi's Count Dracula

than an Italian aristocrat. Still, Charles's overall reading is a gem. A.L.H. © AudioFile 2000,

Portland, Maine-- Copyright © AudioFile, Portland, Maine --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorJack Du Brul is the author of numerous thrillers,

and he has also collaborated with Clive Cussler on the New York Times bestseller Dark Watch

and the upcoming Skeleton Coast. Du Brul was educated at the Westminster School and holds

a degree in international relations from George Washington University. He lives in Vermont with

his wife, Debbie. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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back for the last three hours and strapped to four and a half million pounds of explosives, Air

Force Captain Len Cullins listened impatiently to the monotonous drone of the launch director.

He assumed the lack of emotion was meant to reassure the flight crew, but he found the voice

irritating beyond reason. With his first launch only two minutes away, Cullins still had time to

fantasize about reaching through the radio link and strangling the director in his air-conditioned

control center several miles away. The thought made him smile behind the dome of his

helmet’s face shield.“Atlantis, this is Control. H-two tank pressurization okay. You are go for

launch. Over.”“Roger, ground. We are go for launch. Out,” Cullins intoned by rote.The seconds

dripped by, ground control and Cullins speaking in a prescripted speech devoid of any of the

drama for what was about to take place. Outside the orbiter’s heat-resistant windows, the deep

black of the night shrouded eastern Florida. The stars beckoned and Cullins knew in a few

minutes he would reach them. “Light this candle, for Christ’s sake,” he muttered.“Atlantis, you

are on your onboard computers. Over.”“Roger.”When Ground finally reached the critical final

seconds of the countdown, Cullins could no longer hear the throb of the auxiliary power units

or the fans and motors that hummed in the cabin. To him, all was silent in those last

moments.“Five . . . four . . . we have main engine start . . .” Within a third of a second, the

orbiter’s main engines were pouring out a million pounds of thrust, white-hot exhaust searing

the metal launch platform of pad 39A. However, all of this power did nothing except sway the

Atlantis slightly forward on its mounts, what astronauts called “twang.” From the pilot’s seat,

Cullins could not yet see the light from the controlled detonation of the liquid oxygen and

hydrogen fuel, but the noise generated by the combustion shook Atlantis violently. For a brief

instant he wondered just what the hell he had gotten himself into.“Three . . . two . . . one . . .”Just 

as the spacecraft righted itself from its expected wobble, the solid rocket boosters ignited, each

of them putting out more than double the power of the orbiter’s internal motors. It was as if Len

Cullins and the other three men of the shuttle’s crew had been collectively slammed against a

wall. At the moment of ignition, thousands of gallons of water were dumped under the multiple

exhaust nozzles in an effort to reduce the deadly vibrations caused by the roar of her throaty

power plants. The water turned to billowing clouds of steam that reflected the fiery yellow

exhaust.“And we have liftoff.” No shit!In five seconds, the shuttle cleared the tower, and it was

as if dawn had come to the Florida coast long before sunrise. The shuttle rose up and out of

the mangrove swamps on a flaming trail of plasma that slashed the night like a knife stroke,

chemical energy becoming kinetic so quickly that forty seconds after lift-off, the sound barrier

was broken and then broken again only a few moments later. In two minutes, as the solid

rocket boosters belched the last of their fuel, the orbiter was traveling four and a half times the



speed of sound and was already twenty-eight miles above the earth.While the onboard

computers manipulated fuel flow into the Atlantis’ internal engines to keep G-forces below

three times normal, Len Cullins felt as if his body was being smeared into the contoured seat.

Training had prepared him for this, but he still couldn’t believe the feeling. So simple a matter

as lifting a gloved hand from the armrest took nearly all of his strength.“Atlantis, we have SRB

separation.”“Roger. What a sight!” Cullins exclaimed.The twin boosters attached to the bulbous

external tank blew away from the orbiter like Catherine wheels, the last of their fuel spinning

them in blazing arcs of fire and hot gas. And still the orbiter climbed, accelerating the entire

time, past Mach ten like a mile marker on an empty interstate.At an altitude of sixty-two miles,

the crew was treated to the sun rising over the diminishing horizon. Even as they gasped like

primitives at the reassuring sight, the Atlantis powered out of the atmosphere, to the realm

where the Earth was little more than a painted backdrop, stripped of its warmth and beauty by

the frigid vacuum of space.“Atlantis, Ground. You are negative return. Do you copy?” Negative

return meant that the orbiter was too high and too far downrange to land at their emergency

fields in North Africa or Europe. Either Atlantis made it into space or died trying.“Roger,

Ground,” Cullins replied to Houston Control, which had taken over the flight from Cape

Kennedy as soon as the craft had cleared the launch tower. Ground Control for America’s

space program was located in Texas because of Lyndon Johnson’s machinations during the

program’s infancy, a legacy that had since cost the agency millions in redundancies.Eight

minutes after the first rumble of the orbiter’s main engines, they sucked the last of the fuel from

the external tank, and suddenly a profound silence rushed in on the crew. It was at that exact

moment, when the thrust of the engines died, and his arms lifted off his chair to float like

swaying kelp in a tidal pool, that Cullins realized he had slipped Earth’s bounds. He’d also done

something every person in the world envied. He’d obtained a childhood dream.“Atlantis,

Ground. Go for ET separation.”“Roger. External tank separation . . . now.”Explosive bolts

shoved the huge tank from the orbiter, and it began its long tumble back into the atmosphere,

where it would harmlessly burn up.“Gravity may be a law,” Dale Markham, the payload

specialist seated behind Cullins, joked. “But Newtonian mechanics is one hell of a ‘get out of

jail free’ card.”Two hours after reaching orbit, with the payload bay doors open to vent excess

heat, the crew got down to their primary mission task. They were already feeling the debilitating

effects of zero gravity, and by tomorrow the crew would be about worthless. Therefore, NASA

had scheduled a payload launch as soon as the shuttle had reached a stable orbit 250 miles

above the planet.Len Cullins and the other three men were still running on the adrenaline from

the launch, yet nausea was becoming more than a nuisance and would soon impair them all.

Videos and practice aboard NASA’s converted Boeing 707 Vomit Comet could not prepare

them for what it truly felt like to be in perpetual free fall. Sitting grim-faced in the pilot’s chair,

Cullins promised himself that he would not be the first to throw up the steak and egg breakfast

prepared for them in Florida.“Atlantis, Ground, prepare for transfer to Vandenberg for payload

deployment.” Vandenberg Airforce Base in California was in charge of the satellite in the

shuttle’s cargo bay, and its safe deployment was the principal mission for the shuttle’s launch

despite NASA’s official press release about a communications satellite.“Roger,” Cullins said,

and swallowed quickly, his stomach roiling just a few inches below his throat, his salivary

glands on overdrive. “Vandenberg, go ahead, this is Atlantis.”“Atlantis, this is Vandenberg. We

show green across the board for payload deployment.”“Roger, Vandenberg, we are go for

payload deployment. Deployment is eighteen minutes.” Cullins knew the window for launching

the satellite from the cargo bay was very narrow due to the bird’s particular mission. He

switched to the internal radio net. “Dale, you’ve got eighteen minutes. How you doing back



there?”“Breakfast wasn’t nearly as good coming up as it was going down, but I’m about ready,”

Markham replied.Markham and the other payload specialist, Nick Fielding, were standing at

the aft crew station, and until the satellite was safely away from the orbiter, total control of the

shuttle had been turned over to them. Fielding would work the orbiter rotational controller that

affected Atlantis’ pitch, yaw, and roll, while Markham’s specialty was the Canadian-built

manipulator arm. Theirs was an exacting task due to the delicacy of the orbiter and payload

and the effects of microgravity. Both men had heard the rumor that the Defense Department

satellite, code-named Medusa, had cost two and a quarter billion dollars, and now its safety

was their responsibility.“Screw up this one, Dale, and we’ll never see a tax refund check again,”

Fielding quipped as he used the joystick controller to lift the manipulator arm out of its storage

rack.“Atlantis, this is Vandenberg. Ground track has you nearing position, payload release in

eleven minutes.”“Roger that ground, eleven minutes,” Markham replied. He felt as though he

was about to be sick again.“You okay, Dale?”“Never better.” Markham belched wetly. “What’s

our attitude?”“We’re on the marks, nose down at 90 degrees,” Fielding said.“I still don’t like this.

The original mission planned for a full day of systems checks and practice with the manipulator

arm before deploying the payload.”“We would have had it if the launch had gone off as planned

yesterday. Blame Mother Nature for a windstorm, not the Air Force for bending their rules,”

Markham replied. “Besides, I don’t mind saying I’ll be relieved when this thing is out of the

cargo bay. Have you heard what it can do?”“Stow it, gentlemen, and get on with the task at

hand.” A gruff voice came from behind them. Colonel Mike “Duke” Wayne was the shuttle

commander and had the ultimate responsibility for this flight. Unlike the rest of the crew, the

bristle-haired colonel had been in space before, on an early mission aboard Challenger also

run by the Air Force in coordination with the National Security Agency.Watching a video

monitor and occasionally peering through the window, Markham twisted the manipulator arm

until it had grasped the Medusa satellite’s grapple, all the while aware of Wayne’s steady gaze.

Looking out over the cargo bay, the shuttle’s vertical stabilizer was just a thin white line against

the blackness of deep space.“Four minutes, Lieutenant Markham,” Wayne said.“Roger,”

Markham replied without taking his eyes off the video feed from the manipulator’s elbow

camera, showing the satellite’s orientation within the sixty-foot cargo bay. Until the Medusa was

deployed and its solar panels and transceiver dish extended, it resembled a large, dark ice

cream cone. Even with the cargo bay floodlights at full power, the satellite’s skin appeared to

be a darker shade of black than the space beyond, its radar-absorbing material seeming to

consume light like a man-made black hole. The tip of the one visible sensor looked like the

barrel of a large-caliber cannon, but was composed of intricately woven wires of what

appeared to be gold.Working the joystick like a surgeon, Markham lifted the Medusa out of its

cradle. On land, the manipulator arm had less strength than an average man, but in the void, it

could easily handle the eleven-ton satellite. Like the appendage of some monstrous insect, the

fifty-foot arm eased the satellite upward so it hung suspended over the floor of the cargo

bay.Markham sucked in a breath in an effort to calm his churning stomach. A slight twitch on

the controller could slam the Medusa against the side of the shuttle or launch it on an unstable

orbit, and he was about to be sick. He safed the arm by locking it into position, reached for a

motion sickness bag, and vomited.“I’ve got the Medusa launch,” Nick Fielding said, quickly

taking over.Markham smiled a weak thanks, his deep Florida tan faded to a sickly shade of

green. As soon as he floated away from the aft crew station, Colonel Wayne stepped onto the

variable-height work platform situated before the manipulator arm controls. “Vandenberg

Control, this is Atlantis . We are prepared for payload separation on your mark. Attitude match

confirmed.” Wayne’s brusque competence was like a steadying hand to Fielding, who didn’t



particularly want the responsibility of the launch.“Atlantis, this is General Kolwicki. “Is that you,

Duke?”“Affirmative, sir. Atlantis standing by for countdown. We’re all ready for our

vacation.”Normally, NASA’s tight budget called for orbiter crews to carry out scientific

experiments after completing their primary mission objectives in order to maximize time in

space and justify the staggering cost of launching a shuttle into orbit. However, the launching of

the Medusa was deemed so critical that for the four days the shuttle was to remain in orbit, the

crewmen were nothing more than sightseers, free to use their time as they saw fit. NASA had

insisted that the crew remain in orbit for the extra days in order to perpetuate the deception

about this military flight.“Atlantis, this is Vandenberg Control. One minute from my mark for

payload release . . . Mark.”Markham, Fielding, and Cullins might have heard rumors about the

Medusa but only Wayne knew its true capabilities. Medusa wasn’t just the single satellite in the

cargo bay; it was an entire system, five platforms in total, four of them already in orbit and

bearing down on the Atlantis. The final component, the satellite they were about to launch, was

the crux of the system and had cost almost half of the $2.25 billion budget.Designed to be the

eyes of President Reagan’s Strategic Defense Initiative, the Medusa was unlike any spy

satellite ever built. Military planners knew that Soviet doctrine called for several silos and

hardened bunkers for each of their nuclear-tipped intercontinental ballistic missiles. They could

use these sites at random, secretly moving the missiles on trucks in an attempt to foil American

targeting. Thus, a Russian launch could come from any number of places, many of them

unknown or untargeted. It was a horrifying version of a card shuffle. Even with an unlimited

budget, the Pentagon could not build enough laser defenses to cover all possible Soviet and

Eastern European targets. In order for Star Wars to be successful, the U.S. needed to pinpoint

the actual silos and bunkers where the rockets were housed at the time of launch. This way, if a

launch ever occurred, the space-based lasers would already be locked on at the moment of

liftoff and not waste precious seconds trying to acquire their target. To accomplish this, the

Pentagon needed a new type of spy satellite that could look down from space and see through

the rock and concrete and steel shelters and reveal Russia’s most closely guarded

secrets.Medusa worked like a ground-penetrating sonar but employed charged subatomic

particles rather than sound waves. The four receiver satellites that were currently orbiting in a

diamond formation were poised to receive bounce-back information from the principle positron

gun mounted on the about-to-be-released Medusa. Much of the science behind Medusa was

beyond Wayne’s understanding. He did know the Medusa mounted a plutonium reactor to

create and fire the positrons and utilized the theorem of electromagnetic repulsion to receive

the rebounded particles for collection by the other satellites. In computer modeling, Medusa

could accurately detect a hardened missile silo, tell if it was currently storing an ICBM, pinpoint

its command bunker and support tunnels, and even discover the underground piping conduits

for power cables and dedicated communications lines. Medusa could see through the oceans

as if they were glass and find nuclear submarines no matter how deeply or silently they were

running. It was so precise that a detailed map of a mine field could be produced after just a few

sweeps, beamed to a command post in real time, and give the exact position of every buried

enemy explosive.“Atlantis, this is Vandenberg. Targets now four miles distant, closing at eight

miles per minute. They are two thousand feet above your orbit.”“Roger, Ground. Fifteen

seconds.” Colonel Wayne’s eyes locked on the digital counter, his finger poised on the release

trigger.Because of the shuttle’s attitude, the four receiver satellites were approaching Atlantis’

belly, sliding by at a slightly quicker relative speed. The crew would not be able to see them

until they had passed, appearing above the shuttle’s tail on their silent journey.“Atlantis, stand

by for payload separation in . . . three . . . two . . . one. Mark.”Wayne jerked the trigger on the



control stick at the same time Nick Fielding activated the maneuvering thrusters to ease the

shuttle lower in orbit to avoid colliding with the satellite.Even as Wayne was stowing the

manipulator arm, the computers on board the Medusa woke to the commands of Ground

Control. Like an umbrella, the satellite began to open, solar-collection panels extending that

would charge the craft’s internal systems and help in its attitude and orbital changes. The

energy output of the plutonium reactor only powered the positron wave gun. Moving the

satellite around the planet was accomplished with a solar/chemical rocket that would need fuel

replenishment every one to three years.Watching through a video screen, Wayne and Fielding

stared in awe as the Medusa grew in size, panels built to exacting tolerances telescoping and

unfolding like Japanese origami. In moments, the ice cream cone shape had transformed into a

cruel phantom that was stooped over the earth like vengeful gargoyle. Medusa looked like

Death, if Armageddon’s messenger had been fashioned by man.“Here come the Four

Horsemen,” Fielding muttered.The four receiver satellites appeared over the shuttle’s tail, faint

glimmers against the star field. Just as they came into view, the Medusa received a command

from Vandenberg, and a thin wisp of expended fuel pulsed from one of its jets. It accelerated

away to join the others.Len Cullins had come to the aft flight deck and looked over Fielding’s

shoulder. “Makes you wonder what we could accomplish if we spent our time creating rather

than destroying, huh?”Wayne looked at him sharply. “You even think that way again, I’ll have

you court-martialed.”“What the hell was that?” Alarm piqued Nick Fielding’s voice. He was

staring out the window, angling his body so he could track the hurtling satellites.“What?”

Wayne asked, turning away from Cullins.“I saw a flash right behind the receiver birds, like the

sun reflecting off something metallic.”“You sure?”“Yes, sir. It was only for a second, and they’re

getting too far away to see clearly, but I definitely saw something.”Wayne opened a channel to

Vandenberg. “Ground Control this is Atlantis. We have a visual of debris behind Medusa. Can

you confirm? It appeared to be in dangerous proximity.”“Roger that, Atlantis.” The ground

controller could not mask the anxiety in his voice. “We just got a flash warning from U.S. Space

Command at Colorado Springs. They’re bumping up the power to their radar station at Cavalier

Air Station in North Dakota, but preliminary telemetry puts it on a collision course. Stand

by.”“What was it, Nick?” Cullins asked.“I don’t know. It didn’t look big, but there’s no way to

really tell.”“Atlantis standing by,” Wayne said to Vandenberg Control.Several seconds ticked by.

Only the sound of the shuttle’s machinery and the low moans from Dale Markham punctuated

the silence.“Vandenberg Control to Atlantis. Duke, this is General Kolwicki. We want you to

change attitude and increase the speed of your orbit to give us a visual assessment of what’s

happening. Whatever’s behind the Medusa is so small we can’t get an accurate fix.”“Yes,

General. Changing attitude now.” Wayne nodded to Fielding, who had moved back to his

station at the reaction control system. Using small bursts of gas, the shuttle swung 90 degrees

until it was in a head-down position facing the fleeing Medusa.“Atlantis, ground track shows

you gaining on Medusa at fifty feet per minute. Please increase orbital speed. Distance to

Medusa, one thousand yards.”“Roger, Ground.”While Wayne and Fielding remained at the aft

crew station, Len Cullins ducked back to the cockpit to look through the main view windows as

they hunted down the unidentified object dogging their five birds. He slid into his molded seat

and stared into the emptiness, trying to catch a glimpse of whatever Fielding had seen. He

could hear Wayne speaking with General Kolwicki, the head of America’s space command,

through the communications net.“Range, five hundred yards. Whatever’s chasing our birds will

overtake in fifteen seconds.”Cullins began counting backward in his mind. At eight seconds he

could see the five satellites glimmering just above earth’s hazy blue horizon. They looked like

golden fireflies at this distance, their details lost in the planet’s reflective glow. At four seconds,



he could see them more clearly; the central bodies of the receiver platforms with their

spiderweb collection dishes spread wide. At two seconds, he saw a dull silver flash behind one

of the receiver satellites, so brief that had he not anticipated it, he would have thought it a

chimera.Ground control called out “Now,” and a magnetic torque wrench lost during a Gemini

space walk twenty-five years earlier, one of a hundred thousand pieces of space junk, passed

through the collection dish of one of the satellites, latched on to a steel casing panel, and

unbalanced the entire unit. The violence of the impact was lost in the void because there was

no sound, but it hit with the force of a bullet and the receiver satellite began to tumble. As a

horrified Cullins watched, it flipped three times before slamming into the main satellite.“Oh shit,

we’re going to lose it.” Cullins heard the unperterbable General Kolwicki shout.“That’s

affirmative, General,” Cullins said as he watched Medusa start falling toward earth.Two

hundred and sixty miles below the Atlantis, General Reginald Kolwicki watched America’s most

expensive military accident unfold. In just three and a half minutes, Medusa went from

crowning achievement to unrecoverable debacle. Telemetry from the positron gun platform

confirmed that the satellite was in a degrading orbit and that it would not respond to ground

commands to fire its maneuvering rockets. It was falling, and there was nothing the forty

assembled men and women in the control room could do to prevent it.“Try the autonomous

flight program,” Kolwicki said to a computer technician who’d been typing furiously, trying to

regain control of Medusa.“No response, sir. The central processor is off-line.”“Are you getting

anything from the damned thing?”“Positron gun is on stand-by, and all encryption routines are

nominal.”“Great. Medusa is about to burn up in the atmosphere, but it wants to still take

pictures and keep the data a secret.” Kolwicki growled at the irony. “How much

longer?”“Medusa will enter the atmosphere in twenty-five seconds. Total loss in thirty seconds

at the most.”“Shit.” A career military man who saw his career burning up in outer space,

Kolwicki had no options. “What’s the bird’s position?”“Over North Africa, tracking southeast. It’ll

burn up above the Indian Ocean.”“Might as well turn on the positron gun as she goes down.

Maybe we’ll gain something from this snafu.” Kolwicki felt like a ship’s captain knowing his

command was going under and still ordering full steam ahead.“Sir?”“Just do it,” he

snapped.Fingers flying in a blur, the tech snapped off several commands. The plutonium

reactor keyed up, beaming supercharged positrons back to earth in a swath that cut across

northern Africa from Chad, across Sudan and Ethiopia and finally to Djibouti and Somalia. In

all, it took “pictures” of two thousand square miles, but its data was incomplete. Several passes

over the same area would be necessary to gather enough information to allow analysis of the

subsurface topography. It was only after the satellite began entering the atmosphere and the

friction-induced heat climbed dangerously that Medusa shut down in an automatic safety mode

to prevent a radioactive accident.In Greek mythology, Medusa was a witch whose stare could

turn men into stone. As Medusa fell from space and was enveloped in a white hot fireball of its

own immolation, the satellite studied the barren African wasteland. Buried under tons of rock

and stone, it saw something that man had hidden more than two thousand years ago in the

hope that it would never be allowed to escape. Like its ancient namesake, Medusa’s glance

would bring death.Northern Eritrea January of this yearJakob Steiner was beyond caring that

he was about to die.Death would be a welcome release from the torture of the past hour. His

body was so racked with pain and the effects of dehydration that his will to live had evaporated

as quickly as the sweat that had once poured freely from his skin. He had stopped sweating

soon after his tormentors took up the chase, pushing him hard across the arid landscape. His

khaki bush shirt and pants had once been wet with perspiration but now showed only white

circles of dried salt under his arms and at his groin. At first he’d thought he was outpacing the



Shifta bandits as they dogged him across the rocky desert, but quickly he realized that his

initial burst of speed could not compete with the machine-like endurance of the terrorists.

They’d managed to catch him easily and now lagged only a few paces behind. He could hear

their boots on the loose soil, smell their unwashed bodies over his own stench.They were

toying with him. They could have killed him earlier with a shot from the AK-47s all four carried.

Yet like a pack of hunting dogs, they chased him, hounding him with occasional shouts,

pushing him beyond his own level of endurance so he ran on pure instinct, fight or flight. An

hour had passed, an hour of unrelenting fear, and Steiner was reaching the point where he

could not continue, when fight became a better option than flight.Steiner hadn’t had a drink of

water since just before returning to his camp following another unsuccessful foray into one of

the hundreds of box canyons in this part of the country. Zarai, his native guide, had remained in

the Spartan camp as ordered whenever the scientist went exploring. Steiner gave no reason to

the Eritrean, and custom demanded that Zarai not ask.This morning marked the eighth day the

two men had spent in the desolate region, a barren section of Eritrea’s lowlands consisting of

jagged ridges and mountains too steep and dry to be inhabited. Because there was nothing in

these formidable canyons and plateaus to attract the agrarian Eritreans, the duo were almost

certain to be the first explorers in the region since the Italian occupation prior to the Second

World War.Steiner had come into the camp shortly before eleven. A shrieking wind had picked

up, throwing grit in his eyes and clogging his nose and mouth so he’d walked the last few miles

with a bandanna tied around his face and his expedition hat pulled low. He could hear the nylon

of his and Zarai’s two tents snapping like the sails of a racing yacht.For the first time since

Jakob had begun his explorations, Zarai was not waiting for him in his usual position, hunkered

over the low smokeless fire he used to brew endless cups of tea. In fact, the fire had been

kicked out. The circle of stones ringing the pit was scattered across the space between the two

tents, and Zarai’s treasured teakettle lay haphazardly on the smooth sand. Steiner was too

tired to sense any danger until he was pulling off his boots on the camp stool in front of his

tent.It was the smell that drew his attention first. The fine hairs on the back of his hands rose.

He could feel the premonition of danger like a thousand centipedes marching up his arms to

his chest. Jakob stood, his filthy, sweat-smeared socks whispering on the sand as he spun in

place, sensing that he was being watched.Without warning, Zarai came flying through Jakob’s

tent, propelled by some unseen force. Steiner staggered back, tripping over his own feet so

that he fell heavily, his eyes unable to tear away from the sight of his guide dying just a pace

away.Zarai’s face was covered with blood that had leaked from the sockets where his eyes had

been. Fat black flies buzzed quickly back to their sanguinous meal, blanketing his head only

seconds after his body came to rest. Zarai moaned weakly, brushing his curled hand along the

sand in an effort to reach his mutilated face.Jakob screamed, a high-pitched keen not unlike a

young girl’s, his stomach turning to oil. He crabbed across the ground in an effort to distance

himself from his companion’s pitiable figure.Zarai clawed weakly at the ground again and went

still, his last gasp no more than a whisper in the wind.Then four greyhound-thin men came into

the camp. They were dressed in stained and dusty uniforms, the camouflage pattern all but

washed out, the cuffs, collars, and countless pockets showing frayed edges. While the clothing

they wore was tattered, all four were in the prime of their lives, which for this part of Africa

meant early twenties. Their matching Soviet assault rifles looked well cared for and

greased.The young men stood arrogantly, flat dark eyes regarding the cowering Steiner with

contempt. Unlike Zarai, who had lighter skin and Arab features, a reminder of Eritrea’s long

association with the Middle East, these men were so black their skin had almost a blue tinge.

Their features were classical negroid: high foreheads, thickened lips, and wide, handsome



noses. While Steiner’s field of expertise was archaeology, he recognized that these men were

from Sudan, born in the ancient lands of Kush. Steiner knew enough of modern politics to

know his life could not be measured in minutes.A civil war had been raging in Sudan for

decades, fought between the northern majority of Muslims against the Christians from the

south. Sudan’s small but appreciable animist population was caught in the middle. Relief

agencies had been granted only sporadic entrance into the country to minister aid, so

estimates of those killed were unreliable, but they ranged into the millions. In the past few

years, driven by disease and malnutrition, many of those fighting in the south had turned to

more mercenary activities—raiding aid shipments, plundering the camps of the quarter-million

Eritrean refugees living in the country, and staging cross-border sorties for food or medicine

and, more commonly now, to kidnap victims to be held for ransom.Jakob Steiner lay on the

ground, his socks stained the same dun color as his khaki clothes. His eyes were wide and

fearful as he looked at the four men towering over him, four men who doubtlessly had

perpetrated some of the despicable things Zarai had spoken of during their nights in the

camp.“What do you want from me?” he asked in German, his voice made raw by thirst and

fear.He got no reaction from the four terrorists, but noticed that one was carrying a large

machete that hung from a hook on his belt. Zarai’s blood was a red-black stain on the weapon’s

blade. He repeated the question in English. Again, the men looked at him blankly, ignoring the

flies that had descended on the camp like a plague. Two jagged-wing vultures circled high

above, gliding on the thermal updrafts produced by the sun hammering the desert.“I have

nothing,” Jakob stammered. Even if the men didn’t understand the words, they could certainly

hear the pleading tone in his voice. “Just a little food, enough for another day or two, and just a

small amount of money. I have more money in the capital, Asmara. I could send it to you, but

you must let me go.”Silence, save the wind blowing across the camp.“I am a scientist. I study

ancient bones. I have no powerful friends. I am worth nothing to you as a hostage. Please let

me go.” Jakob was crying now, tears running into the dust caked on his face. “Please, take

anything you want, but let me go. Do not hurt me!”The four Sudanese did not react as his voice

rose to a shrill whine. Then the terrorist with the machete, who was a little older than the

others, kicked Steiner’s boots across the few feet of open ground separating them from the

Austrian scientist.“You are a spy from America here to enslave our people,” the cadre leader

said in English as if he had memorized the words.“No,” Jakob shouted, hopeful for the first time

because one of the men understood him. “I am not from America, I am Austrian. I come from

Europe. I am not a spy. I study old bones, the bones of our ancient ancestors. I am not here to

steal from you.”“You are from America. You are going to die. Put on your boots and go. We will

give you a quarter of the clock dial to run, and then we will hunt you down.” The young

Sudanese showed off a cheap watch slung loosely around his wrist. Steiner had fifteen

minutes to get into his boots and run.“But I’m not from—”“Run!”Steiner didn’t even bother

lacing his boots. He merely slipped them on, ignoring the small piles of sand that had already

accumulated in the toes, and began sprinting.It took the terrorists only a half hour to catch their

quarry, but they did not move in for the kill. They ran behind Steiner, taunting him, goading him.

It went on like this for another hour, an hour of Steiner hearing his own painful breathing

tearing through his chest and his sore and swollen feet tripping over the jagged ground. Jakob

hadn’t run like this in his entire life. His legs were rubbery beneath him, his feet slapping

ineffectually against the hardpan. His pudgy arms were pumping slower and slower, like a

machine grinding down for want of fuel.The Sudanese slowed to a walking pace behind the

shambling Austrian. Their breath came slow and even, and only a little sweat gleaned against

their skin. Sensing that the chase was at an end, the leader came forward and smashed down



on the scientist’s knee with the butt of his AK-47. The joint crumbled and Jakob fell to the

ground, rolling in a thin cloud of chalky dust.Settled comfortably on their haunches, the

Sudanese ringed Steiner, their assault rifles held between their knees. The leader lit a Turkish

cigarette and passed it to his men, each taking a long draw before giving it to the next. The

cigarette made three complete circles before the leader took one last drag, pinched off the

burning tip to shred the remaining leaf, and tucked the filter in the pocket of his uniform

blouse.The hunt had ended in another of the countless dry river-beds that snaked through the

lowlands. The banks were not steep but still radiated the heat like mirrors. Blisters of sweat

appeared on the men’s faces and exposed arms for the first time. They shuffled their feet in the

flaky stones at the bottom of the wash, waiting for their leader to give them the order to

dispatch the interloper.Jakob’s chest rose and fell in a rapid cadence. His heart felt like it was

breaking his ribs with each beat. Somewhere beyond his pelvis, in the sea of pain that had

once been his legs, his shattered knee throbbed with an unholy pounding. Already the joint had

swollen to twice its normal size. Each time his heart beat, the sharp bone fragments ground

against each other, further mincing the tendons and ligaments. Through cracked and bleeding

lips, he muttered long forgotten pieces of scripture, freely quoting the Talmud and the Old and

New Testaments, mangling faiths in an attempt to supplicate a god, any god.“Lo, I walk through

the valley of the shadow of death.” It sounded more like poetry than prayer.“Thou shall not kill,”

he screamed, but the sound was little more than a dry croak.“You are a spy for America,” the

young terrorist leader accused again, sliding closer to Jakob. “Only your death has worth to

us.”“It’s not true,” Jakob Steiner cried.“You were sent here to steal from us, and we were sent to

stop you.”“Oh, God, please, I only study the past. I don’t care about—”The cadre leader, a man

who called himself Mahdi, crashed the butt of his rifle against Steiner’s head just at the hair

line. The blow was not enough to kill, and Jakob screamed loudly, curling into a ball in a purely

reflexive gesture.Mahdi stood and swung his weapon down again, missing Steiner’s head but

breaking his collarbone with the blow. Like jackals, the others sprang on him, raining blows on

the defenseless scientist. Steiner screamed for only a few seconds before being beaten into

unconsciousness. Soon Steiner was dead, but Mahdi allowed his men to continue for another

minute before calling an end to the assault.“Enough,” he said, and his men backed away from

the bloody corpse. “Strip the body and then we’ll return to his camp to erase all evidence of his

presence.”Mahdi tossed aside his old and worn boots and replaced them with Steiner’s before

joining his troops for the run back to the base camp. There were a number of items that would

fetch good money on the black market in Sudan, and he wanted to make sure his undisciplined

men did not ruin them in their frenzy of destruction.Arlington, Virginia Four Months LaterPhilip

Mercer was in the habit of waking just before dawn so he could watch the pearly light seep

through the skylight above his bed. These early-morning minutes were an important time for

him. It was when he did his best thinking, oftentimes coalescing thoughts that had come to him

in his sleep.The night before, he’d helped his friend, Harry White, celebrate his eightieth

birthday. The octogenarian was sleeping off the night’s excesses on a downstairs couch.

Mercer hadn’t indulged nearly as much as Harry, so his head felt reasonably clear, but this

morning his mind was troubled. He wanted to stay relaxed, but the muscles in his legs and

back began to tense, his fists tightening with unreleased energy. He grunted and rolled out of

bed.Mercer was a mining engineer and consultant who had reached the pinnacle of his

profession. Within the hard-rock mining industry, his capabilities were almost legendary. A

recent article in a trade publication credited him with saving more than four hundred lives

following mining disasters and in the next paragraph detailed the more than three billion dollars

in mineral finds he’d made for various mining concerns all over the globe. His fees had made



him a wealthy man, and maybe that was part of his problem. He’d become too comfortable.The

thrill of making a new find or the adrenaline rush of delving into the earth to pull out trapped

men had begun to pale. Since his struggle against Ivan Kerikov and his ecoterrorist allies in

Alaska last October, Mercer was having a hard time returning to his normal life. He felt a

hollowness that just wouldn’t go away. He wanted to believe he hadn’t become addicted to that

kind of mortal danger, but it was difficult to convince himself. Pitting his reputation against the

normal hazards of his career didn’t seem to be enough anymore.His street was lined with

identical three-story town-houses, close enough to the city center to be convenient but far

enough away to remain quiet. Unlike the others, Mercer lived in his alone and had done

extensive remodeling to turn it into his home. The lion’s share of his income went into its

mortgage. The front quarter of the building was open from floor to roof with his bedroom

overlooking the atrium. An antique spiral staircase connected the levels. He dressed quickly

and spun down to retrieve the morning paper from the front step.The second floor had two

small guest rooms and a balconied library with a view of the tiled mezzanine. It also contained

what had become Mercer’s living room, a reproduction of an English gentleman’s club that he

and his friends affectionately called The Bar. It had two sectional leather couches, several

matching chairs, a television, and a large ornate mahogany bar fronted by six dark cane stools.

The lump under a blanket on one of the couches was Harry. Behind the bar was a circa 1950s

lock-lever refrigerator and shelving for enough liquor to shame most commercial drinking

establishments. The automatic coffee maker on the back bar had already brewed a barely

potable sludge.Seated with his coffee and paper, Mercer tried to read through the day’s fare.

The Post led with another story about the fatal bombing at Jerusalem’s Western Wall six weeks

ago. Defense Minister Chaim Levine, a hard-line candidate for the upcoming elections, said

that if he were leading the country, such attacks would never happen, and if they did, the

investigation would take days, not weeks. He was calling for a draconian crackdown on all

Palestinians and a suspension of the latest peace talks. Mercer read that another victim had

died in the hospital, bringing the death toll to one hundred and sixty-seven. The destabilized

Middle East held his attention for only a couple of paragraphs, and he slid the rest of the paper

out of reach.Harry still snored from the couch. His rattling breathing sounded like the explosive

grunts of some large animal. He gave a startled snort, and then he was awake, yawning

broadly.Mercer smiled. “Good morning. How do you feel on the first day of the rest of your

life?”“Jesus Christ,” Harry rasped “What time is it?”Mercer looked at his watch. “Six-thirty.”“I

liked it better when you and Aggie were together. You never came downstairs until after nine.”

Harry immediately recognized his gaffe. “Oh, shit, I’m sorry. That was a rotten thing to

say.”Aggie Johnston had been gone for four months, and Mercer still felt the ache of her

absence. She had been in Alaska with him and had gone through even more than he had. The

relationship that followed had been rocky even at its best. Though she came from a wealthy

family who controlled a multinational oil company, she was an ardent environmentalist, and the

attraction she and Mercer shared was not strong enough to overcome their different views of

his profession. He had not wanted it to end, but he couldn’t stand the arguments either. All he

remembered of the day of their breakup was walking around Washington for nearly ten hours

in a total fog, his mind unable to accept what had happened even if the decision had been

his.For the first time in over a decade, since the death of his fiancée, Tory Wilkes, Mercer had

let someone into his life only to lose her again. Now, whenever he looked at a woman, he

wouldn’t allow himself to feel anything. He lived like a monk, and the pain made it easy to

ignore the sexual side of his nature. On the rare occasion an attractive woman entered Tiny’s,

the neighborhood bar he and Harry frequented, his conflicting emotions would leave him sullen



and withdrawn.“Don’t worry about it.” Mercer tried to smile.Harry levered himself up from the

couch and took a moment to roll up his pant leg to strap on his prosthetic limb. He’d lost his leg

so long ago, his walk to the bar was natural and without any trace of a limp.Mercer had met

Harry the night he moved into the renovated townhouse. He had gone to Tiny’s as a distraction

from the monotony of unpacking while Harry seemed to live in the seedy establishment. Harry

was more than twice Mercer’s age, but both enjoyed a recluse’s solitude and a bachelor’s

aversion to sobriety. They never analyzed the deep friendship that had grown since then, but

others who knew them realized that, in each other, they sought the family neither had.

Childless, Harry needed to know that there would be someone who remembered him after he

was gone. Mercer wanted the stabilizing force that his friend represented, a responsibility and

loyalty to someone other than himself. In many ways, one was an older version of the other, yet

they complemented as well. Harry acted as a temper to Mercer and Mercer’s vitality reminded

the octogenarian what his life had once been. And along the way, they had learned to rely on

each other, an act alien to both men. What had started casually had solidified into a bond

stronger than any father and son’s, for this was an association of choice.Mercer made a fresh

pot of coffee, one not brewed to his masochistic tastes, while Harry smoked through his first of

forty daily cigarettes. Harry was quieter than normal, and Mercer sensed something was

bothering him. “You okay?”“Ah, it’s nothing.” While time may have thinned his frame so that his

hands and feet seemed oversized and folds of skin hung from his face, Harry’s voice still grated

like a rusty machine tool. “How long have we known each other?”“Going on seven years now.

Why?”“I made the mistake of watching this news show a couple days ago. They had a segment

about aging.”“Oh shit.”“Oh shit is right,” Harry replied. “Do you know that statistically I’ve been

dead for nearly fifteen years? According to the experts, I have a more dangerous lifestyle than

an L.A. gang member. I smoke two packs a day, down a couple bottles of booze a week, and

the last time I got any exercise was World War Two.”Mercer grinned. “Don’t worry about it.

You’re the other end of the spectrum, that’s all. You make up for the health-nut Wall Street

types who drop dead at forty. When was the last time you were sick?”“This

morning.”“Hangovers don’t count.”“Christ, I don’t know. It’s been years.”“So what’s the

problem?”“I don’t know. Death, I guess.”“You afraid of dying? Who’s not.”“I guess that’s it. I’m

more afraid of living nowadays,” Harry said through the cloud of a fresh cigarette. “Death is

starting to sound good to me.”Mercer looked at him sharply. “Don’t you talk like that, old

man.”Mercer had lost both his parents when he was still a child, and while his grandparents

had been wonderful surrogates, they, too, had died while he was a freshmen at Penn State.

Death was not unknown to him; he’d seen it in a hundred forms. But to hear Harry talking about

it, sounding like he embraced it, was chilling. For Mercer, death was the enemy to be fought at

all costs.“Relax, I’m not dead yet. It just doesn’t sound so bad anymore.” Harry pulled himself

from the sullen mood. “Besides, if I go, Tiny will lose his best customer.”“If you paid your bar

tab, maybe.”“I guess it’s just post-birthday blues,” Harry dismissed easily. “So what are you up

to today?”“Probably start working on my final report to Yukon Coal,” Mercer replied.“You don’t

sound thrilled by the prospect.”“You have no idea,” Mercer breathed. “This is my second

contract since Alaska, and I just can’t make myself interested anymore. I’ve changed and I

don’t know why.”“Yes, you do. You just don’t want to admit it.” Harry eyed Mercer, judging how

much honesty his friend needed and guessed correctly that Mercer wanted it all. “You’re lonely.

You miss Aggie, but you can’t go back to her. I chose bachelorhood and it’s a lifestyle that suits

me, but you’re different. It isn’t for you. I stayed single because I just don’t want to be bothered

with the whole thing, but you’re single because you’re scared of women.”Mercer was surprised

by Harry’s statement. It wasn’t at all what he’d expected. “I wasn’t talking about that, but what in



the hell do you mean, I’m scared of women?”“You are. Ever since Tory’s death, you’re afraid of

losing someone again, so you keep people, especially women, at a distance. When you let

Aggie in and your relationship ended in disaster, you stopped letting yourself feel. You’ve shut

yourself off because you’re afraid of being hurt again. Hell, right now I’d say you are more

afraid of living than I am.”“Bullshit,” Mercer said angrily.“Hit a nerve, didn’t I?”Mercer said

nothing. The pain of Tory’s death was right under the surface. He could feel it now, but deeper

than that, he felt anger, anger at himself for not preventing it. He had been there when she was

murdered by an IRA gunman and still blamed himself for not stopping it, even if there had been

no chance he could.“Hey, listen, I’m sorry. Maybe that was out of line.”“No, it really wasn’t. I

don’t think I’m afraid of living, but you’re right, I am scared of being hurt.”“Who isn’t? That’s

what it means to be human. Every time you let someone in, you run the risk of pain. I think for a

long time you were willing to accept the loneliness, but Aggie reminded you of the actual price

you’ve been paying. You haven’t been yourself since you two split.”Mercer considered Harry’s

words. “I’ve been thinking it has to do with the danger we went through. It was the excitement I

was missing.”“I’m sure that’s part of it. I never felt more alive than during the war. There’s

nothing like being chased by a Japanese sub or surviving a kamikaze attack to tell you what it

means to feel. Do you think surviving the oil rig collapse and the tanker fire and all the other

stuff in Alaska opened you a little bit and Aggie stepped through your armor?”“So she caught

me at a vulnerable moment?”“No, she caught you at a time when you were actually feeling for

a change. You aren’t the hardened recluse you thought you were.”Mercer couldn’t deny the

charge, but he wasn’t ready to admit it was true either. “So what should I do?”“How the hell

should I know?” Harry laughed. “I am the hardened recluse I think I am.”“Bastard,” Mercer

smirked.“For whatever it’s worth, I think just talking like this is good for you. It’s the first time

you’ve ever brought it up, which means you’re probably ready to start dealing with it. I don’t

have much in the way of experience to help, but I’m here to listen.” Harry struggled into his

windbreaker. “Why don’t you work on your report and meet me at Tiny’s around four?”Mercer

considered for a second. “Yeah, I think I need that.”Mercer was just toweling off when the

phone rang. It was twenty minutes until four, and thinking it was Harry telling him to hurry, he

answered, “Keep your dentures in. I’ll be there in a minute.”“Dr. Philip Mercer?” an unfamiliar

female voice asked.Oops. “Yes, this is Philip Mercer.”“Please hold the line for Undersecretary of

State Hyde.” The woman put him on hold before he could ask if he’d heard right.Hyde came on

the line an instant later. “Dr. Mercer, this is Prescott Hyde, Undersecretary of State for African

Affairs. I hope I’m not disturbing you.”“No sir. Not at all,” Mercer replied, naked and still dripping

on the carpet next to his bed.“Good, good.” There was an element of the Teddy Roosevelt bluff

in Hyde’s voice, a collegiate jocularity that might not have been forced but was certainly

polished. “I’m surprised to find you home on a Monday afternoon, but Sam Becker said you

worked strange hours.”While Mercer did not know Prescott Hyde, he was familiar with Sam

Becker, the head of the National Security Agency. The two had worked together on the

Vulcan’s Forge affair in Hawaii. Mercer knew the use of Becker’s name was more than just

name-dropping. In just that single sentence, Hyde told Mercer that he’d done some checking

into his background and knew of his reputation. Mercer wanted to be incensed, but he found he

was more intrigued than anything else.“What can I do for you, Mr. Undersecretary?”“Please,

call me Bill. Sam tells me people just call you Mercer, is that right?”“Among other

things.”“Excellent. Good to know the boys at the NSA have their information correct,” Hyde

laughed. “Listen, Mercer, I’ll come to the point. We’re both busy men, after all.”It had taken only

twenty seconds for Mercer to dislike Hyde. Most public officials took at least a full minute. “You

called me,” he said cautiously, feeling he was walking into a trap. “What can I do for you?”“Right



to business, I like that,” Hyde said as if it was Mercer who had instigated the call. “All right,

then. I may have a job for you. Something right up your alley, so to speak.”“I didn’t know the

State Department was into mining these days.” Mercer tried to keep the disdain from his

voice.“It’s nothing like that. But it is a little hard to explain over the phone, if you know what I

mean?” Hyde’s bonhomie was wearing on Mercer fast. “Something’s come across my desk that

is tailor-made for your unique talents. I’ve asked around town and you’ve got yourself quite a

reputation for getting tough jobs done. I know all about what you did in Hawaii a few years back

and what happened in Alaska last year. While not nearly as exciting, what I have represents a

similar challenge.”Just hearing the word sent a jolt through Mercer. “What sort of

challenge?”“Let’s just say that you alone are qualified to possibly help millions of people. If that

doesn’t whet your appetite, nothing I say will. I’d like to get together with you. Is tomorrow

okay? Shall we say one o’clock at my office?”“I think not.” Mercer was going to meet with Hyde,

but in any opening negotiations with someone who wanted something, it was best to quickly

establish control. “Shall we say noon at the Willard Hotel? You can buy me lunch while we

talk.”Hyde chuckled. “Very good, sir. I knew your price would be high. However, it’ll be worth it.

For both of us. Tomorrow at noon.”“Tomorrow at noon,” Mercer agreed and hung up.Now, what

in the hell was that all about? He finished dressing and left to meet Harry, realizing that the

tension he’d felt this morning was gone.Across town, the listener waited a few seconds for both

parties to clear the line, then began tapping at the computer in front of him. Behind him, his

superior waited, watching the screen as the listener attempted to track the signal from their

bug.While the living room of the College Park apartment had traditional furniture, the two

bedrooms were unlike any other in the high-rise complex a few blocks from the University of

Maryland. The first contained desks, computers, and all manner of communications gear with

one wall dominated by a large map of the city. The other was furnished with three sets of bunk

beds, jammed together so closely that only a narrow walkway separated them. The permanent

staff who used the suite slept in shifts to minimize their conspicuousness.“It’s an unlisted

number in the Washington area. Give me a second to track it down,” the eavesdropper said.

The computer whirled frantically, narrowing down through the unlisted numbers until it found

the one it wanted. The algorithms used for the search were the most sophisticated in the

communications encryption/decryption arena and halved the time normally needed to trace

calls.“Philip Mercer,” the listener said to his boss. “I’ve got an address in Arlington. The

computer’s about to print out a hard copy of their conversation.”“Do you have anything on him

in Archive?”The listener cleared his screen and brought up their massive database. A moment

later, a slim dossier of Philip Mercer appeared. The overseer, a medium-built man in his late

thirties with black curling hair and strong dark eyes, read the file as his aide scrolled through it,

memorizing nearly everything with just a glimpse. It was a skill he had been taught, not born

with.“I have no doubt why Hyde’s calling in this geologist,” the leader said, then called to a man

in the front room of the apartment. “Come in here, please.”The man wore a plain gray suit, and

his skin and features were so ordinary that he almost blended with the walls of the bedroom. If

one wasn’t actually looking at him, he seemed to have the ability to hide in plain sight, a talent

necessary for a field operative.“Sir, Hyde is making another call,” the listener said, pressing the

earphones tighter to his skull.The group leader led the other agent to the kitchen to give the

communications officer privacy to do his job. “I want round-the-clock surveillance on a man

named Philip Mercer. Hyde may be bringing him in, and we need to know everything about

him. I’m going to get a full background check as soon as possible, but I want teams in place

immediately.”The man nodded.“I have a feeling that this may be the one we’ve been waiting

for,” the team leader continued. “Use as many men as necessary and for now assume Mercer



knows counter-surveillance techniques. Understood?”“Anything else, sir?”“No. As soon as I get

anything from the background check, I’ll let you know.”Washington, D.C.The Willard Hotel has

been around for generations and has gone through numerous transformations since the time it

was the home away from home for senators and representatives, a time when politics wasn’t a

full-time profession, merely a yearly calling. Renowned as one of the finest establishments in

the city, the hotel’s Round Robin Bar exuded an aura of wealth and power and privilege with

subdued lighting, heavy woodwork, and a skilled but unobtrusive staff.Sipping his first vodka

gimlet of the day, Mercer debated with himself whether he should have done a Nexis

background check on Prescott Hyde. Certainly, the powerful news search system would

contain general information on the Undersecretary; however, he hadn’t bothered. He had a

sneaking suspicion that this meeting was a fool’s errand.The Round Robin was surprisingly

busy for a Tuesday. He overheard two men arguing a pending House bill a few stools down on

the bar, and clusters of men and women were conferencing around the numerous low tables.

Black-tied waitresses laden with trays of drinks and snacks danced around the furniture, their

movements appearing choreographed. Mercer liked to see anyone, no matter who, do a job

well. He suspected that these women were better waitresses than the people they served were

public officials.“Dr. Mercer?” The maître d’ was at Mercer’s shoulder. “Your party is here.”“Thank

you.” Mercer glanced at his aged Tag Heuer watch. To his surprise, Hyde was right on

time.Walking behind the maître d’, Mercer felt his stomach suddenly knot up. It was an old

feeling, the sixth sense that had kept him alive countless times. It had saved him while working

underground when millions of tons of earth were about to collapse and aboveground as well,

when the danger was from men, not nature. It was telling him that something wasn’t right. He

spun quickly, scanning the patrons in the bar. Nothing was out of the ordinary, but there was a

tingle at the base of his neck and he didn’t know why. He swung back and followed the

retreating maître d’ into the dining room.The watcher was not certain if she had been seen; but

her orders were clear. While Mercer’s glance had passed right by her as she sat unassumingly

in a corner thumbing a Washington guide book, she felt it wasn’t worth the chance.She

reached into the pocket of her skirt, making sure her motions were masked by the folds of her

sweater and double-clicked the micro-burst transmitter all of the team carried. Seconds later,

another member of their detail walked in, alerted by a similar transmission from their cell

leader. The woman did not acknowledge her teammate. She simply finished what little

remained of her diet soda and signaled the waitress for her bill.While no surveillance is

immune from detection, usually no more than ten people are needed to maintain a twenty-four-

hour watch on even the most paranoid target. Such was their interest in Mercer that all twelve

operatives stationed in Maryland were assigned to shadow him and report on his every

movement. As the woman walked out of the hotel to catch a taxi, she realized she hadn’t been

told who Philip Mercer was or what the interest in him could be.“Dr. Mercer, I presume?”

Prescott Hyde laughed at his tired joke as he proffered a hand.Hyde was in his early fifties,

almost completely bald, with a fleshiness that showed self-indulgence. His face was dominated

by a large chiseled nose that on someone else would have been distinctive but on him simply

looked big. His chin was soft and his cheeks were rounded, giving him an open, comforting

quality. But as Mercer shook his hand, he noticed that Hyde’s eyes were hard behind gold-

rimmed glasses.“A pleasure to meet you, Mr. Undersecretary.”“I thought we dispensed with that

yesterday. Please, it’s Bill. My middle name is William, thank God. I can’t imagine going through

life being called Prescott.” Hyde flashed another smile. His teeth were perfect. Capped.Until

they ordered, the conversation was dominated by Hyde, who turned out to be a gracious host,

talking about the latest scandals within the halls of power with an insider’s knowledge and a



gossip’s love of speculation. Mercer ordered another gimlet while they waited for their food.

Hyde drank sparkling water.“I wanted to make this a leisurely get-together,” Hyde said as their

drinks were brought. “A sort of familiarization session because I have a feeling we will be

working with each other for a while. However, I have a pressing appointment a little later on, so

I am afraid our time is short.”Hyde seemed to talk as if his words were thought out in advance,

written down and practiced.“I understand. I’m afraid my afternoon is rather full too.” Paul

Gordon, the former jockey who owned Tiny’s, ran a horseracing book in Arlington. With the

Kentucky Derby only two weeks away, he and Mercer had some serious strategizing to do.“All

the better, then.” Hyde leaned back in his chair. “Tell me what you know about Africa.”Mercer

chuckled. “To begin with, I was born there, in the Congo. My father was a mine manager and

my mother was a Belgian national. I’ve been back probably twenty-five times, and while I don’t

speak any native languages other than a bit of Swahili, my French is good enough to get me by

where English fails. If you want me to describe Africa’s history, the current political situation,

and economic outlook, we’re going to be here for a while.”“I wasn’t aware that you were born

there, but Sam Becker told me that you’re somewhat of an expert.”“Not really. I’m a miner, and

Africa happens to be where most of the action is.” Mercer didn’t tell Hyde that he loved the

continent. Despite all the cruelty, pain, and suffering he’d witnessed there and had experienced

himself, he truly loved the land and its people. His parents had been killed by Africans in one of

the many rampages, but he never once blamed the people for what happened. He smiled

remembering the Tutsi woman who had hidden him in her village for nearly six months after

her parents’ murder. When he recalled how she’d died during the ethnic cleansings in Rwanda

in the mid-nineties, his smile faded.“What do you know about Eritrea?” Hyde asked.The

question surprised him. Eritrea was a backwater even by African standards, and Mercer

couldn’t guess Hyde’s interest.“Located just north of the Horn of Africa on the Red Sea coast,

bordered by Sudan, Ethiopia, and Djibouti. They’ve been independent from Ethiopia since

1993. Their struggle was a Cold War battleground between the U.S. and the Soviets in terms of

arms and aid. Currently, Eritrea has nothing in terms of raw materials, industries, or hope. I’ve

heard the people live on little more than the pride of being independent for the first time in

modern history.”“Very true, very true.” Hyde nodded at Mercer’s assessment. “There’s a chance

you can change all of that if you’re interested.”A waiter took their lunch orders before Hyde

continued. “While most Eritreans are agrarian, cattle mostly, there is one major urban center,

Asmara, the capital. It was the only city left standing after the war. The country’s in shambles.

Per capita income hovers around one hundred and forty dollars a year. Still, the land can

support the three million people living there, so starvation has yet to become a problem. But

there are a quarter of a million Eritreans living in the Sudan, refugees deliberately not allowed

to return because the influx of that many people would shatter the struggling economy. It’s a

sore spot for the government because they want to bring the displaced home. However, they

refuse aid, not wanting to become a debtor nation, and unless some miracle economic boom

takes place, those people are going to rot in some of the worst refugee camps on the

continent.”From his briefcase, Hyde withdrew a thick manila file folder bound with rubber

bands. “You have to understand that what I am about to tell you is strictly confidential. In fact,

some of this information has only recently been declassified from ‘Top Secret’ down to ‘Eyes

Only.’ ” Hyde slid some photographs from the folder across the table, pulling his hand back

quickly as if the images could somehow contaminate him.Mercer had been to Africa, knew the

people, and was not immune to their suffering. He had seen some of the worst hellholes on

earth while in Rwanda during their civil war. He could still feel the bony limbs of children he’d

carried to aide stations where the struggle for food and medicine was a losing battle. He had



seen the ravages of disease—cholera, malaria, and AIDS. He had watched human skeletons

shuffle in miles-long lines escaping one war and walking into the teeth of another.While these

images haunted the darkest nightmares his sleep could generate, they could not prepare him

for the six photographs before him. One showed an old man lying against a rusted drum, his

legs looking like gnarled twigs. A feral dog chewed on one of his feet as the last of the man’s

blood soaked into the ground. Another was of a young girl, her face peaceful in death, while in

the background uniformed men waited in line to rape her corpse. Another showed a child—

Mercer couldn’t tell the sex—waving at the camera with its body covered in suppurating

wounds, dark leaking holes in its flesh that were eating away what little starvation had left

behind.He didn’t want to look at the other three. Here were images of the worst humans could

do to each other, and he felt the impotency he’d experienced in Rwanda. The tides of misery

were endless, and no matter how much he’d thrown himself at the problem, it never went away.

He was also enraged that the photographer had stayed behind the anonymity of his camera

and not stepped in to help.“I’m sorry that you had to see those before we ate,” Hyde said, but

there was no apology in his voice. The pictures were designed to provoke a deliberate

response and Mercer knew it. He steeled himself for what was to come. “I believe we have the

ability to help these people, to give Eritrea hope for the first time.“In 1989,” Hyde continued,

“NASA and the U.S. Air Force launched a spy satellite code-named Medusa. It was meant to

be the eyes of the Star Wars defense program. But there was an accident, and it crashed

before completing a single orbit.“As it came down, its cameras exposed a series of pictures.

Because the area photographed was not deemed strategically important and because the Air

Force hadn’t been able to calibrate the satellite, the photos lay forgotten for over a decade.

Even after they were declassified, no one paid any attention to them. Much of what they show

is gibberish even to those who developed the system.“The clearest Medusa pictures show

what is now northern Eritrea and eastern Sudan.” Hyde pulled more photos out of the file and

placed them before Mercer.Though familiar with satellite photography, Mercer had never seen

pictures like these before. These shots, twenty in total, resembled X rays. It was as if he was

looking inside the earth, rock strata showing up in various shades of gray, what he assumed to

be underground water appearing as bright white rings and whorls cutting across each shot, all

beneath a ghost image of the surface topography.“These shots are of northern Eritrea, each

one representing a deeper level below the surface. As Medusa went down, its onboard

computer followed preprogrammed instructions, increasing the power to its photographic

element between each picture,” Hyde explained as Mercer shuffled through the stack, noting

similarities between them. It was like looking at a cutaway model, peeling back successive

layers with each photograph.Mercer was awed by the satellite’s capabilities. “What in the hell

was this Medusa?”“It had abilities that go far beyond what you see here. When I first became

aware of these pictures, I asked the same question. The Air Force liaison who showed them to

me equated Medusa to a medical CAT scanner or an MRI, which make old-style X rays seem

like a throwback to the nineteenth century. We’re talking about one of the most sophisticated

machines man has ever built. If it hadn’t crashed, Medusa would have forever put the United

States on the forefront of orbital surveillance and intelligence gathering.”“Fascinating.” Mercer

had no idea where Hyde was heading with all of this, but he couldn’t help being intrigued. “But I

don’t see what this has to do with me.”“Let me show you this and see what you think.” Hyde

pulled another picture from the file.Mercer glanced at it quickly; it looked no different from the

other Medusa pictures.“One of the scientists who built the satellite was a geology buff. A rock

hound is what he called himself. Anyway, while modeling for the system, he was tasked with

developing computer simulations of what Medusa’s potential would be. Because so much of



South Africa’s underground makeup, its geology, has been studied by mining companies, it’s

one of the best-catalogued regions for what lies under the earth’s surface. What you are seeing

there is what they believed the area around Kimberley, South Africa, would look like if Medusa

were to use its positron camera on it.”Mercer understood and then he saw it.First known as

Colesberg Kopje because of the small hillock on the African veldt that was nothing more than a

blister on the open savanna, Kimberley had grown into a boom town before the turn of the

twentieth century when diamonds were discovered there. Within a few years, a city had grown

up on the plain and germinated the fortunes of such notables as Cecil Rhodes and the

DeBeers Corporation. The diamonds had long since run out at Kimberley, but in their wake, the

miners had left a mile-wide, mile-deep hole in the earth. It was the mouth of what was known

as a kimberlite pipe.Kimberlite was the name given to a diamond mine’s lodestone. In fact,

Mercer had a large chunk of it in his home office that acted as his good luck piece. The two

minerals went hand in hand, much like gold and quartz. The kimberlite pipes are channels to

the earth’s heart, openings where molten material, including diamonds, are thrust up toward

the surface under tremendous pressure. Born in the planet’s liquid interior, diamonds are

nothing more than elemental carbon, no different from coal or the graphite found in pencils,

except that nature spent a little more time cooking the atoms and compressing them into

perfect crystals. From their first discovery on the Indian subcontinent, Mercer knew, diamonds

have had the power to captivate men and drive nations to war. Their dazzling beauty is the

mirror reflection of our own greed, and their purity is the foil to humanity’s ugliness.Placing the

Kimberley computer projection next to one of the actual Medusa pictures, Mercer quickly

traced nearly a dozen similar features between the two. Rather than let his imagination run

wild, he studied them more closely. But the truth was right there. His heart raced, and his

fingers and palms began to sweat as excitement tore into him. Such a discovery was made

once in a lifetime, and Hyde was setting it right in front of him. Buried in the wasteland of

northern Eritrea was a kimberlite pipe very much like the one discovered accidentally a century

and a half ago in South Africa. He looked up at Hyde, his amazed expression verifying Hyde’s

suspicion.“Some of our people think so too. If there is a diamond-bearing pipe in Eritrea, it

could mean economic prosperity for a nation that has absolutely no other prospects.”Mercer

reined in his excitement, forcing neutrality into his voice. “Intriguing, but from what I know of the

region, there has never been any indication of diamonds or their marker minerals in the area. I

can’t say for certain that Eritrea has been gone over with a fine-toothed comb, but it’s pretty

unlikely that a find like this has gone unnoticed for the past hundred years. Especially since

Eritrea fell under British protection after World War Two. The Brits rarely miss things like

this.”“But they didn’t have Medusa,” Hyde said. “Because Medusa was destroyed before it was

calibrated, we have no way of knowing the depth of the pipe or exactly where it is on the map. It

could be anywhere between the surface and ten thousand feet underground. It’s impossible to

tell until we get a man on site, stake the area out, so to speak, and assay it for what treasures

lie hidden.”Despite himself, Mercer felt drawn to the possibilities. The pragmatic side of him

knew the chances that what was on the picture was actually a kimberlite pipe were remote.

And even if it were, it was likely it didn’t contain diamonds; many pipes had been found to be

barren. Or its glittering cache had been washed away by erosion over the eons since the vent

first reached the surface if, in fact, it ever had. A team could spend a lifetime scouring the

wilderness and never find even a trace of the pipe.On the other hand . . .“You can guess why I

wanted to talk with you now,” Hyde said. “I’ve got to warn you that the best we can give you

from the pictures is a two-hundred-square-mile area for your search in some of the most

inhospitable terrain on the planet. But I’ve every confidence you can find the kimberlite pipe



and prove whether or not there are diamonds present.”Hyde paused while a waiter cleared

their plates. “I also have to tell you that until independence, that part of Eritrea saw some of the

fiercest fighting of the war and is littered with a quarter-million land mines courtesy of

Ethiopia’s Soviet backers. And bandits from Sudan prey on the region regularly. Just a few

months ago, I got word about an Austrian archaeologist who was killed, butchered really, very

close to the epicenter of the search area.”“Is this part of your sales pitch?” He should have

been turned away by those two admissions, but Mercer’s interest increased. He’d talked with

Harry about his need for a challenge that went beyond his normal job, and Hyde was laying a

big one on him.“No.” Hyde smiled disarmingly. “But I want to tell you everything I know. I don’t

want there to be any secrets between us. This mission is not without its risks, and I want you to

be fully apprised before you make a decision.”“Why don’t you just turn this over to the

Eritreans?” Mercer asked, circling a finger at the waiter. He didn’t know if Hyde was still thirsty,

but he wanted another gimlet.“Good question. And I can answer it very simply. Medusa does

not, nor has it ever existed.”Mercer looked at him, puzzled.Hyde continued. “While the Air Force

may have given me these pictures, they’re still considered secret. It took a lot of persuasion for

them to allow me to bring you into this, but there was no way they would allow us to show them

to a foreign power. My armed forces liaison could neither verify nor deny that other satellites

with similar capabilities haven’t been launched since Medusa was lost. For purposes of

national security, these pictures do not exist.”Mercer waited for Hyde to continue, for he knew

there was another motive. He had lived in and around official Washington long enough to know

that ulterior motives were as common as tourists on the Mall.“The other reason is strictly a

policy decision from my office.” Hyde leaned forward conspiratorially. “What I want to do is

present the government of Eritrea a fait accompli, not just a suspicion of fabulous wealth, but

the exact location of the diamonds, potential worth, and proper means of extraction. I

understand this kind of work is your stock and trade. I want you to go to Eritrea, find the

kimberlite pipe, then figure out the value of the vent and just how to get the diamonds out of

the earth.”Mercer said nothing, but he was certain Prescott Hyde was lying to him. Maybe not

directly, but lying through omission. He hadn’t liked the Undersecretary on the phone yesterday,

and he liked him even less now.The man from State continued, playing his final hand. “If you’re

concerned about security, I can tell you that, while not really sanctioned, I did bring in someone

from Eritrea’s embassy here in Washington. I didn’t go into many details, merely hinting at the

possibility of a tremendous mineral find, testing the waters for possible opposition if we took the

initiative ourselves. As you can guess, our plan was literally jumped on. While not getting full

sanction from their government, I’ve managed to get you the next best thing.” Hyde paused and

smiled. “If you’re willing to go, that is.”“Finding the pipe, if it’s even possible, would take months.

That’s a big chunk of time, and my time doesn’t come cheap. I’m going to need to think about

this awhile. How about I give you an answer in a week or two?” Something was up here. Hyde

still wasn’t telling him everything, and no matter how interesting the project, Mercer was getting

a bad feeling. He saw his tablemate’s stricken expression. “Is that a problem?”“No, no,” Hyde

covered. “It’s just that I led my Eritrean associate to believe that this could be done quickly.

Already plans are in motion, you see.”Suddenly the restaurant became very uncomfortable.

That prickly feeling was back with a vengeance. Mercer knew when he was about to be

railroaded, and rather than wait to blow Hyde off later, he made his decision. He stood abruptly.

“Then I guess I’m the wrong person for the job. Sorry. I’m familiar with how to handle national

secrets, I know a few myself, so rest assured what was discussed here will go no further.

Please don’t try to contact me again.”He wasn’t particularly angry about being lied to. From a

government employee, he almost expected it, but that didn’t mean he was going to waste any



more time listening either. There was another agenda in place here, some shadowy plan that

either Hyde wouldn’t discuss or couldn’t. Not that the reason really mattered to Mercer. He

might be in a professional rut, but he knew Hyde’s proposal wasn’t the way out of it.He didn’t

pay any attention to the businessman at a table in the bar working from an open briefcase. The

case hid a sophisticated unidirectional microphone. The entire conversation had been

recorded.College Park, MarylandThe tape deck had been placed in the center of the small,

faux-wood dining table, the four chairs clustered around it occupied by the station chief and the

three senior members of his team. All of them had listened to the recording just forty-five

minutes after Mercer’s exit from the Willard Hotel.“Comments?” the team leader, Ibriham,

invited at last.“Sounds like a bust,” the only woman present stated. “He’s not going to jump at

the bait.”“I agree,” said another.“I was surprised by the level of detail Hyde went into with this

one,” the team’s most experienced operative noted. “The last two he approached got far less

from him than this Philip Mercer.”“True,” the leader said. “However, neither of those engineers

had Mercer’s reputation. I read through his dossier from Archive. His academic and field

qualifications are impeccable, and he has a substantial resume with American covert activities,

first during the Gulf War and later during the Hawaii crisis and last year when the Alaska

pipeline was threatened. I’m willing to bet that Hyde wanted Mercer all along, but had to try the

other two first because he was unavailable.”“What should we do?” the woman asked. “It’s

obvious Dr. Mercer isn’t interested. Do we wait and see who is next on Hyde’s list?”“I don’t

think so,” Ibriham replied. “We need to take the initiative now. We’ve burned nearly a quarter of

our budget already, and the operation hasn’t really started yet. We need to get more actively

involved. Without results, we may soon be recalled. And this mission’s too important to let that

happen.”Already he had a plan in his mind.“I believe Philip Mercer’s the man we want. Hyde

failed to recruit him through normal means, so it’s up to us to get him with other, harsher

tactics. We need to get leverage on this man, something to force him to Eritrea. Not only as

Hyde’s agent, but ours as well. From the dossier, I know he has no living family, but we have to

find a weakness we can exploit, some vulnerability. There is nothing, and I mean nothing, that

is off-limits. This takes our highest priority. Mercer must be in Eritrea within two weeks.”“So

you’re saying our operational perimeters are wide open?”“Yes. Use any means necessary to

compel him into accepting Hyde’s offer. We know that bribery won’t work—he is too wealthy—

but there’s something out there that will coerce him. I need you to find it. And use it. Any more

questions?” Ibriham received nothing but accepting looks. “Good. Get to work. I’ll stay on

Archive, but I doubt I’ll turn up anything more.”Ibriham dismissed the others and headed into

their command room, closing the door behind him. He booted up the main computer terminal

and logged on to the Internet, using the World Wide Web as a conduit to the secure Archive

database. While his eyes were on the monitor, his mind was elsewhere.Born into a family who

had resided just outside the walls of Jerusalem for the past nine hundred years, he was no

stranger to either tradition or sacrifice. In his youth, many of Ibriham’s friends had been

Christians and Muslims, but his family was part of a small handful of Palestinian Jews who’d

lived for generations in the Holy Land. For centuries that distinction made little difference. But

then strife came. Since Israel’s creation, first Ibriham’s neighborhood and later his family had

been shattered by divided loyalties, torn between clan and God. He, too, faced the personal

dilemma. On one side was the fiery Palestinian in him, raging to see his people free from

outsiders for the first time since Saladin’s conquest five hundred years earlier. On the other

was the desire for a homeland for his displaced fellow Jews, a place where once and for all

they would no longer fear pogroms and anti-Semitism.Much like Americans during their Civil

War, his family was ripped asunder. One of Ibriham’s uncles had been shot and killed by



another during the Infitata, the Palestinian uprising that swept the West Bank and Gaza during

the 1980s.Ibriham had tried to stay out of it, but he, too, was swept into the violence. It

happened after the murder of a favorite cousin, a young woman of promise who was slain by

Israeli security forces for being at the wrong place at the wrong time following a PLO

demonstration in 1989. Ibriham changed that day. He took up arms and began a new life of

violence. Putting aside the morals that had shaped his youth, Ibriham deliberately became that

which all abhorred. He became a terrorist, one driven by the perverse belief that, no matter

what, the ends always justified the means.“Ibriham?” Yosef stood at the door of the office. He

was the most experienced member of their team, a veteran who had seen more action than

any other team member, including Ibriham.“Come in, Uncle,” Ibriham said. “And save me from

thinking too much.”Yosef sat so close to his nephew that their knees almost touched. “What

were you thinking about?”“Violence and its meaning.”“It has no meaning, it’s a tool. Like the

plow or the tractor or the AK-47.”“I know, but I wonder about its nature.”Yosef smiled indulgently.

He’d trained Ibriham since the day after his niece’s death and yet the boy continued to ask

questions. He was proud that Ibriham wasn’t one of the mindless drones that blindly followed

orders. “It has no nature. Only people have that. And while the tenets of humanity call for

peace, if we are threatened, violence becomes an option. Its nature then becomes ours. We

use it for defense and it is virtuous, but if we use it to kill without thought, then our nature is

reflected in its wastefulness.”“And using violence against this Mercer?”“Justified.” Yosef didn’t

even pause to consider the question. “Especially when you hear what I have to tell you. I didn’t

want to mention this in front of the others until I told you first. While Mercer was meeting with

Hyde, I searched his house.” Yosef took Ibriham’s silence as acceptance of the unauthorized

break-in. “I didn’t have enough time for a thorough job, but I learned enough to make me a bit

leery.”“Go on?”“Mercer’s security system is good, not perfect, but it provides more than enough

protection from all but the best trained.” Yosef smiled, thick wrinkles enveloping the corners of

his dark, deep-set eyes. “I have to admit, I’m getting too old to scale staircases using the

handrails alone.”“And what did you find?”“A cache of weapons in an office closet, a Heckler

and Koch machine pistol, a Beretta 92 autoloader, ammunition, smoke and fragmentation

grenades, night-vision gear, and several blocks of plastique. The stuff looks like it’s been in the

bottom of a trunk for a while, but its presence is disturbing.”
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Lenore C. Jacobs, “A fantastic fictional adventure!. The Medusa Stone is book number three in

Jack du Brul's Philip Mercer series. In this nail-biting action-adventure novel, when Mercer's

friend, Harry White, is kidnapped, the brilliant geologist-mining engineer is forced to search for

an unusual geologic formation, which may or may not be the site of an historic abandoned

diamond mine, in poverty-stricken Eritrea, north of Ethiopia. As Mercer begins his quest, it

becomes apparent that two different groups are looking for the mine, each for entirely different

reasons. The danger (and the body count) builds, but Mercer eventually finds the valley he is

looking for and discovers there are actually two mines - one more recent and the other

ancient. This latter location is the basis for the legend of King Solomon's Mine, and hides both

a horrifying secret as well as a long-lost archeologic artifact! Eventually there is a violent

confrontation between the original two groups, Eritrean miners forced into slave labor, and the

U.S. Marines, but all ends well. As in all of du Brul's novels, the story is meticulously

interwoven with sub-plots and intrigue, and the historical and archeological history is carefully

researched and well-written. The story is hard to put down once one starts to read. Be

warned, there is quite a bit of violence and some strong language, but I still recommend this

book as I do all of du Brul's other novels.”

AntiochAndy, “The Medusa What?. Where is the stone in this book? I know what the Medusa

part refers to, but there is no single stone that plays any part in the plot of this story. Whoever

thought up that title went a little overboard, and that typifies the problem with this book. Yes, it

is fast-paced, entertaining, action-packed -- in short it's a real page-turner. But it sometimes

tries too hard. Several times I found myself saying "yeah, right" in the wake of some over-the-

top scene. For example, early in the story Mercer's buddy Harry is kidnapped in order to

coerce Mercer into taking on a project that he has already turned down. Another of Mercer's

friends, who in this case happens to be the head of the FBI, lets Mercer know that Harry and

his captors have been seen at the airport. Mercer charges into a crowded metro airport and

proceeds to get into a gunfight with the terrorists. Innocent bystanders are killed, but the story

goes on as if nothing had happened. Sorry, but come ON. Can you say newspaper headlines,

airport security, congressional investigations, public outrage, and FBI gets new chief? And the

bad guys! The Italian industrialist, in particular, is just eviler than evil. He's like a caricature. The

ending was a bit of an anti-climax as well. There is an artifact embedded in this story, just like

in all of the Indiana Jones movies. The trouble is, those artifacts were ultimately dealt with in

the Indy movies. In this book, the artifact is not dealt with at all. After all everybody went

through to get to the end of the story, the end was simply weak.There was another problem

here, too. This book had more errors in it than any other book I've ever read. And I've read a lot

of books. I'm talking typos, syntax errors, that sort of thing. I can't blame the author for this.

Publishers are supposed to employ people to read manuscripts and edit out these things.

Somebody did a poor job with this.It may not sound like it, but basically I liked this book. It was

an entertaining read. It was fun despite the frustrating aspects that I've mentioned. It could

have been a lot better, though. It wasn't a five-star effort, in my opinion. Four stars, and

perhaps a soft four stars at that.”

Graham W, “Indiana Jones's copyright?. pretty tenuous plot at the beginning - how the mine

was found, but after that a thrilling storyline that kept you hooked right to the end. Writing for

Clive Cussler has given Jack a similar character to use (Dirk Pitt) and although they are similar

they are different, if you get my meaning.”



mike blakeley, “Excellent read. Excellent”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Excellent story. Read cussler and de brul this story i couldnt put down

found a new author to enjoy bluddy brilliant read”

dereka, “Great Read.. Takes you away from real life. Great adventure great hero just what a

good adventure story should be. Ideal for a good read, I have got hooked on Jack DuBrul now.

Now on his third book.”

David Loveridge, “Cracking good tale. Well written and well thought out plot, used to read only

Clive Cussler but am now a fan of Jack Du Brul as well”
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